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Abstract: The problem of Web phishing attacks has grown
considerably in recent years and phishing is considered as one
of the most popular web crimes. In a Web phishing attack, the
phisher creates a forged or phishing website to deceive Web
users in order to achieve their sensitive financial and personal
information. Several tralatitious techniques for detecting
phishing website have been suggested to cope with this problem.
However, detecting phishing websites is a defiance task, as most
of these techniques are not capable of correct decision
dynamically as to whether the new website is phishing or
legitimate. This paper presents a technique for phishing website
detection based on machine learning classifiers with a wrapper
features selection method. In this paper, some casual supervised
machine learning approaches are applied with effective and
significant features selected by the wrapper features selection
approach to accurately detect phishing websites. The
experimental results confirmed that the performance of the
machine learning classifiers had improved by using the
wrapper-based features selection. Moreover, the machine
learning classifiers with the wrapper-based features selection
outruned the machine learning classifiers with other features
selection methods.
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1. Introduction
Phishing is a type of fraud that happens when a malicious
website acts like a real one keeping in mind that the
endgoal to get touchy data for example, passwords, account
points of interest, or MasterCard numbers. Despite the fact
that there are some contradictions to phishing programming
and methods for distinguishing potential phishing efforts in
messages and identifying phishing substance on sites,
phishers think of new and half breed strategies to go around
the accessible programming and systems. We also use some
terms like blacklist, white list, heuristic-based, etc in this
paper. The blacklist is list which contains URLs of known
phishing sites. It is an access control technique that allows
access to anything outside the list. If a requested URL is
found on a blacklist, the anti-phishing browser extension
tool generates a warning indicating the URL to be a
phishing site. A white list is a list of websites that are
approved and legitimate based on all familiar login user
interfaces of websites for a user. Whenever a user tries to
login to a specific website, the information of the website
will be compared with the one stored in the white list; if the
site is not present in a white list, user will be warned for
possible attack. A heuristic-based anti-phishing technique is
used to analyze the content of the webpage to estimate
whether a page has some phishing heuristics characteristics.
Some common heuristic properties or characteristics
features are checking the host name, checking the age of
the domain name, checking the page rank of the domain
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and checking against previously seen images. Based on
these characteristics heuristics a risk rating percentage is
calculated and compared with a small seuil value. If the
rating rating percentage is more than the threshold values
the website is assumed a phishing page.

Figure 1 Steps of Phishing website process

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
To identify whether the incoming webpage is a valid or
false webpage the features of the webpage are extracted.
These features are clustered as:
2.1 Source code features.
2.2 URL features
2.1 Source Code Features
2.1.1 Tracking of login screen: This feature checks if it
contains any text box in order to get information from the
user such as username, password, and PIN numbers.
2.1.2 Disabling Right Click: The attacker disables the
right click so that the user cannot able to visualize the code
of the website.
2.1.3 Pop Up: The phishing sites pop up with some
messages to enter their credentials. The legitimate site does
not ask them to enter their credentials.

Figure 2 Percentage of spear Phishing Attack by company
size for April 2014
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2.2 URL Features
2.2.1 IP address: This feature examine whether the
webpage has IP address or not. Normally, the legitimate
website uses its own domain name for verification.
Occasionally, the attacker uses hexadecimal codes in which
the IP address is converted into hexadecimal form thereby
the attacker grabs the user’s identity.
2.2.2 Special Symbols: Using @ symbol in the URL leads
the browser to ignore everything preceding by @ symbol
and the real address often follows @ symbol.
2.2.3 Tracking Single slashes: Normally, the phished
websites contains more number of single slashes but the
legitimate website contains not more than three slashes.
2.2.4 Shortening services: Tiny URL is considered to be
an URL shortening services by which it produces
redirecting of lengthy URL to some other page.
2.2.5 Big domain URL: Phishers can use long URL to hide
the doubtful part in the address bar.
2.2.6 Usage of prefix/suffix: The legitimate webpage does
not contain any special symbol in their URL but it uses
rarely in legitimate page. The attacker uses dash symbol to
separate domain name thereby it looks like an original
website.
2.2.7 Domain Registration Length: The phishing website
lives only for a short duration of time. But, the legitimate
site renews their domain by paying regularly.
2.2.8 Number of Dots: The legitimate site contains does
not exceed more than three dots. But the phishing site
contains many dots in the URL

3. Techniques
Detection:

for

Phishing

Websites

It is a vital step to detect the phishing websites early, in
order to warn the users against sending their sensitive
information through these fake websites. The effectiveness
and accuracy of phishing websites detection techniques are
crucial for the success of the phishing detection
mechanisms.
Many technical techniques for detecting phishing websites
have been suggested in the literature to cope with the
phishing problems. However, the decision regarding the
phishing websites in these techniques was predicted
imprecisely. This led to most of the legitimate websites
being classified as phishing. In general, two popular
approaches are used to detect the phishing websites:
3.1 Blacklist and Whitelist based approach:
This approach is based on the blacklist or whitelist to verify
if the current visit website is either a phishing or legitimate
website respectively. The main drawback of the blacklist
and whitelist based approach is that it can’t distinguish the
newly created phishing websites from legitimate websites.
3.2 Intelligent heuristics-based approach:
In this approach, some features of websites are collected
and evaluated to select the most influential website
features, which play an important role in detecting the
phishing websites. The selected significant features of
many websites can be utilized as training dataset. Then, the
technical learning techniques are trained based on the
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prepared training dataset in order to effectively classify the
websites as either phishing or legitimate. After verification
of the performance, the trained classifiers have the
generalization ability to correctly detect the new phishing
websites in the real implementation, which may have been
unseen in the training phase. So, unlike the blacklist and
white list based approach, the intelligent heuristics-based
approaches are able to effectively detect new created
phishing websites.

4. Supervised Machine Learning:
Machine learning focuses on developing algorithms
computing that reason and induce patterns and rules from
externally supplied instances and priori data in order to
generate general models, which are able to make
predictions about future instances. The machine learning is
called supervised if known labels are given with instances
in the training phase, whereas instances are unlabeled in
unsupervised machine learning. Many supervised learning
algorithms have been successfully employed in different
real applications. However, this section focuses on some
popular technical learning techniques such as back
propagation neural network(BPNN), radial basis function
network (RBFN), support vector machine(SVM), Naive
Bayes classification (NB), tree decision (C4.5), Random
forest (RF), and k-nearest neighbor (kNN).
4.1 Back Propagation Neural Network:
Back Propagation Neural Network propagation (BPNNs)
are the most well known algorithms in neural network
models, which are effectively applied in many real
classification and prediction problems. The learning in
BPNNs is carried out in two phases: the forward pass and
backward pass phases. In the forward pass phase, a training
input pattern is presented to the input layer of the network.
The pattern input is propagated from layer to layer in the
network until the output is produced. In the backward pass
phase, the output is compared with the desired output of
pattern in order to calculate an error. Accordingly, the error
is propagated backward through the network from the
output to the input layers and the weights are adjusted to
minimize the error.
4.2 Naïve Bayse Classification:
Naive Bayes Network (NB) is a very simple Bayesian
network, which includes directed acyclic graphics with just
a single parent (representing the class label) and some
children (corresponding to features). NB ignores any
correlation among the attributes and assumes that all the
attributes are conditionally independent given the class
label. In order to assign a class to an observed instance, NB
is based on probability estimates, called a posterior
probability. The classification decision is expressed as
estimating the posterior probabilities given a test example.
The most probable class is assigned to that example test.
P(c|d)=P(d|c)*P(c)
P(d)
Then Naïve Bayse Classifier will be
c*= arg max cP(c|d)
4.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM):
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The support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most well
known and robust supervised machine learning techniques,
which has been utilized effectively in many science and
engineering applications. SVM is based on maximizing the
margin and thereby creating the largest possible distance
between the separating hyper plane and the instances to
reduce an upper bound on the expected generalization error.
Some instances of the training dataset called support
vectors, which are close to the separating hyper plane and
provide the most useful information for classification, are
utilized in SVM training. In addition, an appropriate kernel
function is used to transform the data into a high-dimension
to use linear discriminate functions.
4.4 Radial Basis Function Network:
A radial basis function network (RBFN) is a specific type
of neural networks that uses radial basis functions as
activation functions. The architecture of RBFN consists of
a three-layer feedback network: an input layer, a hidden
layer and an output layer. In RBFN, a radial activation
function is executed in each hidden unit, while a weighted
sum of the outputs of hidden units is implemented for each
output unit. The learning of RBFN is usually carried out
through two stages. In the first stage, clustering algorithms
are utilized to determine the centers and widths of the
hidden layer. In the second stage, Least Mean Squared
(LMS) or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithms
are used to optimize the weights connecting the hidden
layer with the output layer.
4.5 Decision Tree and Random Forest (C4.5):
One of the most broadly utilized and practical strategies for
inductive induction are the decision tree. In the decision
tree, the instances are classified by sorting them based on
evaluation of feature values. A node in the tree corresponds
to a feature in an instance to be classified. Each branch of
the tree represents a value that the node can predict. The
C4.5 algorithm is the most common algorithm among the
other decision trees. In the C4.5 decision tree, the tree can
also be represented as set of if-then rules to improve
readability and interpretation.
Random Forest (RF) is another popular decision tree, which
can be used for both classification and regression. RF is an
ensemble of a number of decision trees independently
trained on selected training datasets. The classification
information is then determined by voting among all the
trained decision trees. Therefore, Random Forest usually
achieves a better classification accuracy compared to a
single tree.
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Figure 3 A Comparison of CCR between the Machine
Learning Classifiers with features selection methods
4.6 K-Nearest Neighbour (kNN):
K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) is a non-parametric supervised
machine method, which has been employed successfully in
many real classification and regression issues. kNN
supposes that the instances within a training dataset are
usually available in closeness to other instances that have
similar features. In other words, the class of the k closest
neighbor instances is utilized to detect the classification
decision of any instance.

Conclusion:
In this paper, the wrapper-based features selection method
was used for selecting the most significant features to be
utilized in predicting the phishing websites accurately.
Accordingly, BPNN, RBFN, SVM, NB, C4.5, kNN and RF
were applied with these significant features selected using
the wrapper features selection in order to detect the
phishing websites. The experimental results showed that
BPNN, kNN and RF achieved the best CCR while RBFN
and NB achieved the worst CCR for detecting the phishing
websites. More significantly, the machine learning
classifiers using wrapper based features selection
outperformed the machine learning classifiers with PCA
and IG features selection methods. The machine learning
classifiers based on wrapper-based features selection
accomplished the best performance while these classifiers
with PCA features selection method achieved the worst
performance in terms of CCR, TPR, TNR, and GM.
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